Editorial

Snapping Synapses
We enter this world with billions of unconnected brain cells. We leave this life having lost millions of these cells but having added thousands and thousands of interneuron connections. The daily loss of neurons is compensated by increasing dendrite cross-connections in response to information and stimulation. Neurophysiologists tell us that the healthy aging brain will continue to increase the number of synaptic cross-connections if there is continued stimulation.
Early in my career as a pediatrician and young father, I was exposed to the developmental stages and milestones of my patients and my children. Watching the developing neurologic system of a young child is fascinating. One can almost see day-to-day changes and immediate responses as the immature brain files new information. I've been told that young children respond enthusiastically to Mozart's music. Last month, my grandson, Tate, was sitting in front of me admiring the texture of a Tunisian rug. He was putting his face into the rug and I could almost hear the dendrites reaching out and joining from the stimulation of this pattern he had never seen. The CD player was on and a Mozart selection came bursting into the room. It was as though a jolt of electricity had shortcircuited his synapses. He sat up, transfixed, cocking his head with his pupils widely dilated. He did not move for approximately 20 to 30 seconds and then smiled broadly, as though Mozart would be forever encoded somewhere in the depths of his brain.
It's very difficult to produce this response in a mature foot surgeon. Since most of us feel there is little in the literature or research work that is new, a synapse snap is quite difficult to accomplish. It's rare that something hits us between the eyes and goes "BAM" into the center of our brain. Incorporation of new knowledge occurs slowing as we age and especially information that is presumably practical. I would like to think that we publish articles where our readers cock their heads while their synapses pop and crackle. Although we know that this rarely happens, we are continuously on the lookout for this type of article.
In this issue, we have the privilege of publishing a paper that was presented to us last year as the "Kenneth A. Johnson Memorial Award" speech. Dr. Sandro Giannini's work on flatfeet is well known in Italy and throughout Europe. He has an extensive treatment series of children and adults. I recently visited him at the Rizzoli Institute in Bologna, Italy, and was able to see his work first hand. Although my reaction was not as dramatic as Tate's when he first experienced Mozart, I was struck that this was a body of informa-
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Foot & Ankle International/Vol. 19, No. lIJanuary 1998 tion that I had not considered or studied. I was glad that my older brain could still make a synaptic snap and maybe cross-connect a new dendrite.
Lowell D. Lutter, M.D. Editor-in-Chief
